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Data-Centric Security Overlay

Data-centric security solutions protect data assets themselves, rather than protecting the 
perimeter of a network in an attempt to protect the assets within that perimeter. Data-centric 
solutions should provide encryption and access control on information assets.

A data-centric solution that is also an overlay achieves the goals of data encryption and access 
control without requiring changes to applications on end-user devices or servers. The solution 
is literally overlaid onto an existing application network.

The overlaid data-centric security is connected to the existing application network, but in a way 
that is different from traditional approaches to security, which have attempted to integrate 
security capabilities directly into applications. In an overlay approach, security services are 
deployed in the network to sit between users and servers. The purpose of these services is to 
capture and transform information flowing over the network (e.g., files, e-mails, ...) to deliver 
security automatically and transparently.

Rather than being tightly bound directly into applications, an overlay system operates on the 
data transfer protocol, not the application itself – this is a critical difference and this difference 
ensures applications do not have to change when the data-centric overlay solution is deployed. 
In this architecture, the overlay system captures designated network communications and re-
constitutes the original data from the network protocol. Once data is captured, the overlay applies 
the organization’s security policy to secure the data before it is sent on to its destination. Using 
this approach, data assets are secured “in transit” and “at rest” without requiring any changes 
to the applications creating and using the data.

Delivering security separately from applications provides numerous benefits. For example, 
this approach makes a data-centric security overlay easy to use and easy to adopt because it is 
completely transparent to applications and users. The overlay does not change how users work 
with applications – it just adds security so sensitive data is properly protected and compliant with 
an organization’s security policy.

 Another primary benefit of a data-centric security overlay is to solve “privilege misuse”, which is 
one of the most significant challenges in information technology. Privilege misuse refers to the 
inappropriate use of privileged administrative credentials either by internal threats or external 
hackers. Privileged credentials represent important tools for attackers because they typically 
provide unrestricted access to sensitive information. Every significant cybersecurity incident 
involves attackers abusing privileged credentials to access sensitive information.

A data-centric security overlay solves privilege misuse by encrypting data and controlling access 
to sensitive data. Privileged administrative credentials no longer have unrestricted access to 
sensitive information. At the same time, the overlay enables administrators to continue with 
their administrative operations (e.g., data backup).

To minimize privilege misuse, the security services of the data-centric security overlay are 
managed by individuals responsible for security who are separate from the people executing 
privileged IT administration and privileged application administration.
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In addition to minimizing privilege misuse while not having to change applications or impact 
users, a data- centric overlay system confers additional benefits to organizations, such as:

• Control – the data-centric overlay approach enables organizations to centrally define and 
control how data is secured independently from applications. The overlay concept accepts that 
it is impossible to unwind the binding between applications and their internal security models. 
However, rather than forcing applications to change, the data-centric overlay approach means 
that organizations depend on the overlay to deliver security, not each individual application. 
The overlay system is in Control of data-centric security across applications, so organizations 
are not dependent on the security model in each individual application, which traditionally has 
led to tremendous inconsistency.

• Consistency – a data-centric overlay system delivers Consistent data governance and policy 
across applications, rather than each application dictating its own version of data governance 
and policy, which leaves organizations with perhaps dozens of different concepts and security 
models to manage.

• Compliance – the Control and Consistency delivered by a data-centric overlay system also 
delivers true Compliance to an organization’s data governance requirements, enabling 
tremendous cost savings from simplified management and IT auditing.

• High-quality cryptography and centralized key management across applications, rather than 
each application executing its own cryptography and managing its own keys, both of which are 
difficult tasks for application developers focused on their areas of expertise.

• A centralized approach for terminating data access across applications, either through 
manual or automated processes.

Strong, Transparent Encryption

Use of strong encryption in a data-centric security solution is an essential and highly effective 
capability
for minimizing privilege misuse.

A good encryption solution uses strong cryptographic keys with proven, widely accepted, and 
standards- based algorithms. With the prospect of quantum computing threatening the viability 
of widely used public-key cryptography algorithms, encryption solutions should focus on the use 
of long-proven  symmetric cryptography algorithms, such as the Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES), which is an incredibly strong algorithm when used with random keys that are 256 bits in 
length. While there is well- founded concern about quantum computing threatening public-key 
cryptography, there is no such concern regarding good symmetric algorithms like AES-256.

Using strong symmetric encryption to minimize privilege misuse requires privileged IT and 
application administrators to not have access to the keys used to encrypt and decrypt data. A 
data-centric security overlay approach separates keys away from privileged administrators. 
Importantly, the same approach separates keys away from users and applications, as well. 
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A data-centric security overlay solution is completely transparent to users and applications. This 
transparency addresses two of the critical issues that have traditionally prevented widespread 
use of encryption: a) ease of use, and b) key management. With the overlay approach, encryption 
is done on a device that sits in the data stream, separated from user end points and servers. With 
this architecture, there is no need to change applications to achieve encryption.

There are numerous advantages to this transparent approach to data encryption. One advantage 
is that data is not encrypted for anyone specifically. Users do not have keys dedicated to them. 
Data is simply encrypted using a random, one-time key. Later, when someone attempts to access 
the encrypted data, the overlay system determines whether or not that person has access to the 
data at that moment based on configurable, secure, audited policy settings. If access is granted, 
the data is decrypted and delivered transparently to the user over a secure connection.

This capability alone is a significant departure from traditional encryption systems in which 
the complete list of people who can decrypt data has to be known at the time of encryption ... 
a requirement that is fundamentally incongruent with normal, dynamic business practices that 
have people change roles and jobs, and as such, their access to data should change with them.

In addition to being transparent and easy to use, the overlay approach solves the traditional 
key management problems that have prevented widespread use of encryption. Unlike public-
key infrastructure approaches where users get multiple encryption key pairs over time that 
need to be stored locally but also backed up (so they can be recovered if needed), the overlay 
approach only uses strong, efficient symmetric encryption algorithms and eliminates the need 
for symmetric keys to be shared. There is no need for a Certification Authority, certificates, or a 
Directory system to store certificates. There is no need to verify certificates, so there is no need for 
certificate revocation lists or complex cross-certification. And, since the solution does not require 
software on the end points, there is no need to change user behaviour or re-write applications to 
manage keys and encryption. And, finally, there is no need to train users or software developers 
because there is literally no key management for them to understand – users do not have keys 
and security is transparently managed by the overlay system.
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